The Center for Training in High Technology for Latin America and the Caribbean

Internet, telecommunications and Internet Governance training for Latin America and the Caribbean since 1987
El Centro de Capacitación en Alta Tecnología para Latinoamérica y el Caribe ha sido declarado Centro de Excelencia en Capacitación por la Unión Internacional de Telecomunicaciones (ITU) y por la Comisión Interamericana de Telecomunicaciones (CITEL).

Center for Advanced Technology Training for Latin America and the Caribbean
An “Excellency Training Center” of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) and for the Interamerican Commission for Telecommunications of the OAS (CITEL)

Contáctenos/ Contact us
+(5411) 43285505 - info@ccat.lat - Twitter: @ccatlat - www.ccatlat.lat
Objectives and Mission of the South School on Internet Governance and ARGENSIG

- Increase the number of representatives from the Latin American and Caribbean Region in the Internet ecosystem
- Train the next leaders of Internet Governance in their countries and in the region
- Grant fellowships to all participants
South School on Internet Governance rotates among countries

2009 Buenos Aires
2010 Sao Paulo
2011 México
2012 Bogotá
2013 Panamá
2014 Trinidad & Tobago
2015 Costa Rica
Portal focused on online tools for development

- Special focus on SME and developing economies
- One conference per year in different countries in Latin America
- Webinars
- Newsletter
- Updated news in social networks
- Spanish, English and Portuguese
CCAT LAT organizes webinars and conferences open to the whole community focused on:

- Internet and production
- Agriculture and ICT
- Internet Governance
- Women in ICT, among others

Global Editathon

Girls in ICT

Buenos Aires, Argentina
Sábado 28 de Abril, 2018

Universidad de Palermo
Mario Bravo 1050. Caba,
Horario 10hrs - 16hrs
CCAT LAT participates in international ICT and Internet conferences and summits: IGF – LAC IGF – ICANN – ITU WTDC, CBS, CITEL
Virtual and F2F training courses organized by CCAT LAT

- Internet Governance
- Telecommunications
- Management
- Networking
- Legal aspects of ICT
- Security
- Exponential tecnologies:
  - IOT – Smart Cities – Artificial Intellingence – Big Data – IoT and agricultura – Industry 4.0
- Internet as a tool for development for SME
- IXPs
- Digitalization of the society
Lessons learned

• There is great value in the network created by the training activities for both experts and participants.
• Virtual training opens the participation to the whole region.
• Rotation among countries and cities of the South School on Internet Governance, Dominios Latinoamerica and ARGENSIG is complicated but is worth the effort to reach different communities in the region.
• Local partner is a relevant part of all the success.
• Fellows and participants are our best ambassadors.
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